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6320 - PURCHASING 

This policy shall provide rules and procedures for the purchase of supplies for the School Corporation. 
Supplies shall mean personal property including equipment, goods, and materials. The term supplies 
does not include interest in real property. The term supplies also does not include "services", which shall 
mean the furnishing of labor, time, or effort by a person, not involving the delivery of specific supplies. 

Purchases Below $50,000 

The purchasing agent may make an open market purchase for a single item or a group of similar items up 
to a maximum of $50,000. The Board expects the purchasing agent to make such purchases in the most 
cost effective manner possible, to engage in joint purchasing opportunities whenever possible, and to 
favor local vendors wherever availability, competitive pricing, and Indiana law so allows. 

Purchases Between $50,000 and $150,000 

If the purchasing agent expects purchase to be at least $50,000 and not more than $150,000, the 
purchasing agent shall: 

  
A. invite quotes from at least three (3) persons known to deal in the line or classes of supplies to 

be purchased; and 

  
B. the purchasing agent shall mail an invitation to quote to the persons described in section (A) 

above at least seven (7) days before the time fixed for receiving quotes; and 

  
C. if the purchasing agent receives a satisfactory quote, the purchasing agent shall award a 

contract to the lowest responsible and responsive offer for each line or class of supplies 
required. 

The purchasing agent may in good faith reject all quotes. If the purchasing agent does not receive a 
quote from a responsible and responsive offeror, the purchasing agent may purchase the supplies under 
the "special purchasing methods" hereinafter provided. 

Competitive Bidding 

For purchases in excess of $150,000, the purchasing agent shall use the following procedures in 
recommending to the Board a contract for supplies, unless another purchasing method is required or 
authorized by this policy and/or Indiana law. 

The purchasing agent shall issue an invitation for bids. An invitation for bids shall include a purchase 
description, contractual terms and conditions that apply to the purchase, and a statement of the 
evaluation criteria that will be used. The invitation shall also state the time and place for opening of the 
bids, plus a statement concerning whether the bid must be accompanied by a check or evidence of 
financial responsibility and a statement concerning the conditions under which a bid may be canceled or 



rejected in whole or in part. Pursuant to Indiana law, evaluation criteria that will affect the bid price and be 
considered in the evaluation for an award, must be objectively measurable. 

Notice of the invitation for bids shall be given in the manner required by Indiana law at I.C. 5-3-1. 

The purchasing agent shall open bids publicly in the presence of one or more witnesses at the time and 
place designated in the invitation for bids. 

The Board shall be informed of the terms of all competitive bids and shall award contracts with 
reasonable promptness by written notice to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder. For a bidder 
(or quoter) to be deemed responsible, the Board may consider: 

  A. the experience (type of product or service being purchased, etc.) of the bidder or quoter; 

  B. the bidder’s or quoter’s financial condition; 

  
C. the conduct and performance on previous contracts by the bidder or quoter with the 

Corporation or other agencies; 

  D. the bidder’s or quoter’s facilities; 

  E. the ability of the bidder or quoter to execute the contract properly. 

The Board reserves the right to reject any and all bids. 

Request for Proposals 

The Board recognizes that circumstances may arise where it is either not practicable or not advantageous 
to purchase specified types of supplies by competitive sealed bidding and that receiving proposals may 
be the preferred method for the purchase of certain types of supplies. When the Board determines, in a 
public meeting, that a specified type of supply shall be purchased by a request for proposals, the 
purchasing agent may seek a contract using the following procedures. 

The purchasing agent shall solicit proposals through a request for proposals, which must include the 
following: 

  A. the factors or criteria that will be used in evaluating the proposals; 

  B. a statement concerning the relative importance of price and the other evaluation factors; 

  
C. a statement concerning whether the proposal must be accompanied by a check or other 

evidence of financial responsibility; 

  
D. a statement concerning whether discussions may be conducted with responsible offerors, who 

submit proposals determined to be reasonably susceptible of being selected for award. 

The purchasing agent shall give public notice of the request for proposals in accordance with Indiana law 
at I.C. 5-3-1. 

Proposals must be open so as to avoid disclosure of contents to competing offerors during the process of 
negotiation. 

The purchasing agent shall maintain a register of proposals which shall be open for public inspection after 
contract award. The register of proposals shall contain a copy of the request for proposals, a list of all 



persons to who copies of the request for proposals were given, a list of all proposals received including 
names and addresses, the dollar amount of each offer, and the name of the successful offeror and the 
dollar amount of that offeror’s offer, together with the basis on which the award was made. 

The purchasing agent, and/or the Board’s designee, may conduct discussions with, and seek best and 
final offers from, responsible offerors who submit proposals determined to be reasonably susceptible of 
being selected for a contract award. 

An award shall be made to the responsible offeror whose proposal is determined in writing to be the most 
advantageous to the Board, taking into consideration price and other evaluation factors set forth in the 
request for proposals. 

All offerors will be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for discussion and 
revision of proposals. In conducting such discussions with an offeror, information derived from proposals 
submitted by competing offerors may be used in discussion only if the identity of the offeror providing the 
information is not disclosed to others. Equivalent information will be provided to all offerors with which the 
purchasing agent chooses to have discussions. 

The only factors or criteria that will be used in the evaluation of proposals are those which are specified in 
the request for proposals. 

Special Purchasing Methods 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this policy, in certain circumstances the purchasing agent may 
make a purchase without soliciting bids or proposals. Such a "special purchase" shall be made with 
competition as is practicable under the circumstances. 

If and when a "special purchase" is made, the purchasing agent shall maintain contract records in a 
separate file which shall include a written determination of the basis for the special purchase and the 
selection of a particular contractor. The records of any such contracts made under this "special purchase: 
provision shall be kept for a minimum of five (5) years. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" when there exists, under emergency conditions, a 
threat to public health, welfare, or safety. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" when there exists a unique opportunity to obtain 
supplies or services at a substantial savings to the School Corporation. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" at an auction. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase: of data processing contracts or license agreement 
for software programs or supplies or services when only one source meets the Board’s reasonable 
requirements. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" when the compatibility of equipment accessories or 
replacement parts is a substantial consideration in the purchase and only one source meets the 
Corporation’s reasonable requirements. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" when purchase of required supplies or services 
under another purchasing method would seriously impair the functioning of the School Corporation. 

The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" when the agent has solicited for a purchase under 
another purchasing method described in this policy and has not received a responsive offer. 



The purchasing agent may make a "special purchase" when the market structure is based on price but 
the Corporation is able to receive a dollar or percentage discount of the established price. 

The purchasing agent may award a contract for a supply when there is only one source for the supply and 
the purchasing agent determines in writing that there is only one source for the supply. 

To the extent the provisions of I.C. 5-22-10-1, et. seq., allow a "special purchase," the purchasing agent 
may make such a special purchase in accordance with the dictates of said Indiana law. 

Miscellaneous Purchasing Provisions 

The Board reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, quotes and bids. All specifically indentified 
purchases within a program, function, and/or line item which were originally contemplated in the 
budgeting process may be made upon authorization of the Superintendent. 

The Board shall be advised, for its prior approval, of all purchases of equipment, materials, services and 
supplies when the purchase was not contemplated during the budgeting process. 

Whenever storage facilities or other conditions make it impractical to receive total delivery at any one 
time, the total quantity to be shipped, with staggered delivery dates, shall be made a part of bid 
specifications. 

Before the purchasing agent places a purchase order, he/she shall have the Treasurer check as to 
whether the proposed purchase is subject to bidding requirements, whether sufficient funds exist in the 
budget, and whether the supplies might be available elsewhere in the Corporation. All purchases orders 
shall be numbered consecutively. It is the policy of the Board to require economy, fairness, and efficiency 
in all of its business dealings. To that end, the Board requires that: 

  
A. an opportunity be provided to as many responsible suppliers as possible to do business with 

the School Corporation; 

  
B. a prompt and courteous reception, insofar as conditions permit, be given to all who call on the 

School Corporation for legitimate business matters; 

  
C. upon the placement of a purchase order, the Treasurer shall commit the expenditure against 

specific line item to guard against the creation of liabilities in excess of appropriations. 

Whenever possible, the Board expects the purchasing agent to engage in cooperative purchasing 
opportunities through the cooperative purchasing organization in which the Corporation is a member. 

A contract for supplies may be entered into for a period not to exceed four (4) years. 

Within thirty (30) days after the acceptance of an offer, the purchasing agent shall deliver in person or by 
first-class mail to the successful offeror the original of a purchase order, and retain a copy for the 
purchase agent’s records with the records of the School Corporation. 

The Board may acquire by lease, by installment payments, by lease-purchase agreements, or by lease 
with an option to purchase provided the contract setting forth the terms of such a purchase shall not 
extend for a period of more than three (3) years. 

Contracts must be approved by a majority of the full Board. The President and Secretary of the Board 
shall, on behalf of the Board, sign contracts. In the absence of the President or Secretary, the Vice 
President may sign a contract. 
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